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I.

IC-based systems are liable to encounter transient voltage
variations induced by environmental or even intentional
perturbation events. These effects – so-called transient faults
(TFs) – are able to produce soft errors (SEs) by wrongly
inverting stored results of circuit’s operations, and so they can
also make failure scenarios in fault-tolerance applications.
Moreover, SE-succeeded TFs can be used as a form of faultbased attack to infer secret data during the execution of
encryption operations in security applications.
Related researches until the end of 20th century were
focused essentially on protecting systems against TFs arisen in
memory elements, which were considered the system’s most
vulnerable circuits. Hence, many concurrent error detection
and/or correction mechanisms were thus proposed to mitigate
direct SEs induced by TFs originated in memory circuits.
Nevertheless, in the last decade IC-fabrication deepersubmicron technologies as well as novel classes of malicious
fault injection-based attacks – e.g. differential fault analysis
(DFA) – have also pushed on the use of countermeasures
against indirect SEs arisen from TFs in system’s combinational
logic circuits.
A TF in a system works like an extra primary input of the
system’s circuit. Actually, it is such as a perturbation input that
can be localized in any system’s part and can be fed at any
instant by any kind of transient shape. Most specifically, a TF
is like an asynchronous input of a certain target circuit, which
is normally synchronous in most typical design cases.
Therefore, a “TF-created unexpected asynchronous input” can
easily violate or even cover the latching windows (LWs) of
flip-flops (FFs) – i.e. a minimum period (defined as LW = setup time + hold time) for which synchronous circuits’ data must
be on steady state, otherwise they would not be properly
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sampled. LWs make circuit’s internal synchronous operations
very sensitive to SE-succeeded TFs.
The traditional solution to face this issue is adding
information, spatial, or time redundancy to the circuit. So if for
instance a circuit’s original part fails, another redundant copy
permits detecting or even correcting produced errors. In theory,
such redundancy-based schemes cope very efficiently with
scenarios of single SEs caused by short-duration Single TFs
(i.e. STFs that last less time than a clock period), and they may
not operate properly under long-duration STFs, multiple TFs,
or multiple SEs. However, we reveal in this paper that timing
features of a short-duration STF in logic circuits can actually
provoke harmful effects at the same time upon the redundancy
scheme and circuit’s original parts, and so the protection can
fail even in detecting a single indirect SE (SISE).
Such a SISE-succeeded-STF-timing problem comes likely
from the large need in latter years for also protecting the
system’s logic parts. In fact, this need has led to the
development of many new mitigation mechanisms (e.g. [1][2]
[3][4][5]) based on ideas originally proposed either to make
memory elements robust or to mitigate permanent faults.
However, more complex effects of STFs in logic circuits
require analysis and use of additional design timing issues that
often have not been taken into account in several recent
protection propositions. Hence, some typical countermeasures
against SISEs may indeed not be as efficient as they seem.
Let us take a scenario of a SISE due to a STF that produces
a timing problem in circuits protected by concurrent error
detection (CED) codes. Fig. 1 shows a typical implementation
scheme [3][4][5][6] for protecting logic circuits which uses
information redundancy to make a CED and a FF to register
the resultant error signal (i.e. an error flag). Fig. 2 renders
timing characteristics of Fig. 1’s signals under an occurrence of
a STF. The STF starts at instant tS and finishes at tF on Logic
Block’s output node OLogic. The clock cycle that is analyzed
starts at time t0 and finishes at t1, and registers’ FFs require a
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Abstract – This work reveals additional timing difficulties by
which concurrent error detection (CED) schemes can experience
to deal efficiently with transients. It shows previously-unknown
error scenarios where short-duration single transient faults in
combinational logic circuits succeed in erroneously inverting
stored results but CED schemes fail in detecting even single soft
errors. The paper demonstrates that typical CED code-based
schemes for protecting logic circuits are not as capable as they
have been claimed whether flip-flops are used to register the
error signals, and so timing conditions are suggested for a more
efficient use of them.
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Figure 1. A state-of-the-art CED code-based scheme
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CONCLUSIONS AND TIMING CONDITIONS FOR AN
EFFICIENT USE OF CED CODES

The vulnerability windows highlighted in this paper for Fig.
1-like scheme represent risks for operations of systems that
require fault tolerance; moreover they are such as attack-prone
slots which could compromise secure systems. Another more
efficient scheme solution is the use of a latch with an extra
clock tree instead of a FF to register the error flag, but this
approach would make much more complex the IC design due
to the additional clock signals. Otherwise, another alternative
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Figure 2. Timing characteristics of the CED scheme in Fig. 1
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Figure 3. A more efficient state-of-the-art CED code-based scheme
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could be improving the efficiency of Fig. 1’s scheme by
minimizing the STF-timing intervals (STF-TIs) for fails –
discussed in 0 – in function of fitting the delay of blocks.
However, this solution would not meet better timing conditions
than schemes that avoid associating their redundant parts
before a timing barrier. It is not the case of Fig. 1’s scheme that
joins their redundant parts – i.e. Logic Block and Code
Prediction block – by using the Code and Comparator blocks
before the timing barrier of the Data and Error Flag Register.
In fact, this type of protection like in Fig. 1 allows a single
event – i.e. a STF starting before or even during the action of
registering – to wrongly affect at the same moment the
redundancy scheme and circuit’s original blocks. Then, the
comparison mechanisms have not enough time to suitably
accomplish their function. Hence, a more efficient approach is
using Fig. 3’s scheme which compares the results of the
redundant parts after the timing barrier. The comparison
mechanisms Code and Comparator blocks thus evaluate signals
OReg and OPrediReg that have steady conditions during the clock
cycle. Furthermore, otherwise Fig. 1’s scheme, an eventual
single direct SE, which is provoked by a STF originated in
Data Register or Prediction Register, can be detected by Fig.
3’s scheme. One could yet argue that any eventual STF arisen
in Code or Comparator blocks could do Fig. 3’s scheme not
properly operating. However, such a scenario in the worst case
would produce just a false-positive error flag (FPEF) 0. This
Fig. 3’s scheme therefore prevents the fail situations analyzed
in 0, and then it is much more efficient than Fig. 1’s scheme.
Data
Register

set-up time TSet-up and a hold time THold. Code block’s delay
and Comparator block’s delay are respectively DCode and DCom.
Fig. 2’s example scenario illustrates a STF on OLogic
covering LW. Then, a wrong data value is registered at t1 – i.e.
a SISE happens as illustrated on OReg, which stores logic value
“1” instead of “0”. On the other hand, Code Prediction block
provides on its output OPredi the correct code that should be
expected from the ideal value at the output OLogic under a faultfree scenario. This prediction is then compared with the code
on OCode, which is computed from the actual value at the output
OLogic under a fault scenario. If OCode and OPredi do not match,
Comparator block’s OCom results in “1”. Fig. 2’s example
therefore illustrates that the STF on OLogic arises too late in the
clock cycle, and so Code and Comparator blocks are not able to
generate an Error Flag (i.e. “1” on OCom) on time to detect SISE
on OReg. In fact, as shown in the figure, the Error Flag on OCom
rises later than LW, and so it is not registered on Error Flag
Register’s OFlag. Therefore, this flag on OCom has not a steady
condition during the clock cycle for the system deals later with.
The CED scheme thus fails in detecting the SISE.
Other previously-unknown SISE scenarios and STF-timing
issues that make typical CED code-based schemes inefficient
are further studied in 0. The schemes’ fail situations which are
detailed in 0 have not yet been illustrated in the literature.
Furthermore, 0 and section II of this paper discusses timing
conditions for a more efficient use of CED codes.
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